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Partners in Preservation
Ronald

G.

Thoman

The Everett Road Covered Bridge
is one of the hundreds of significant structures which the National
Park Service was mandated by
Congress to protect as part of the
cultural landscape in Cuyahoga
Valley National Recreation Area
(CVNRA). The near-total destruction of the bridge in May 1975
presented the new park (created
only the previous December) with a
great challenge. With the bridge's
restoration in 1986, the challenge
was met. The story is symbolic of
how this unique urban park was
created and continues to develop
and prosper today—a story of involvement by local citizens and
cooperative action by institutions
and governmental agencies at many
levels.
(continued on page 2) Everett Road Covered Bridge after restoration and dedication in 1986.

The National Register
After 20 Years
Carol D. Shull
Editor's Note: This article originally
appeared in Preservation News,
published by the National Trust for
Historic Preservation, as part of the
commemoration of the 20th Anniversary of the National Historic Preservation Act. It has been updated and
edited for publication here.

In addition to comprising the Nation's list of historic resources worthy of preservation, the National
Register of Historic Places is a national evaluation and registration
system that exists at the heart of
the national preservation program.
The role the National Register has
(continued on page 3)

Interior Building is listed
in the National Register.
See " N e w on the Market",
page 12.

Partners in
Preservation
(continued from page 1)

Treasure Lost, Regained
Covered bridges were popular in
the 19th century because their roofs
and sides protected hard-to-replace
wooden structural members from
weathering. The first in Ohio was
built in Columbiana County in
1809. The State once boasted over
2,000 covered bridges, more than
any other in the Nation. Time,
technology, fire, vandalism, and
occasional floods have reduced
their present number to less than
200.
The Cuyahoga Valley had its
share of covered bridges spanning
the Cuyahoga River and tributary
streams at several locations. All except one were gone by the time the
CVNRA was created in late 1974.
The Everett Road Covered Bridge
remained among the many
historical and scenic treasures to be
preserved by the park. However,
about midnight on May 21, 1975, a
spring storm sent flood waters
down Furnace Run. The covered
bridge was lifted from its
abutments and smashed into the
stream bed below.
The covered bridge had been
entered on the National Register of
Historic Places in 1974. For decades
it had been very popular with
history buffs, preservationists,
artists, photographers, and the
general public. It was the subject of
many paintings and photographs,
and the scenic destination of many
travelers enjoying recreational
outings in the Cuyahoga Valley.
Almost immediately after the bridge
collapsed, private organizations,
citizens, and governmental agencies
began restoring it, with the
Cuyahoga Valley Association, a
citizens' organization which led the
effort to get the park established,
playing a leadership and coordinating role.
Brief History
In the 1840s, a main road through
the Cuyahoga Valley was Everett
Pike, connecting the booming canal
towns of Boston and Peninsula
with the growing city of Akron to
the south. Jonathan Hale, one of
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the Valley's earliest settlers, had
petitioned for such a road to pass
through his farm in 1810. It
apparently was never built, perhaps
because the Ohio and Erie Canal,
completed through the Valley in
1827, had not yet brought sufficient
agricultural and economic activity
to the area to warrant the effort.
Another prominent resident, Ira
Hawkins, petitioned for the road
again in 1840. Conditions had
significantly changed, and it was
built. What is today a quiet and
scenic Valley byway was then a
main road. Even so, where it
crossed Furnace Run, a major
tributary of the Cuyahoga River,
there was no bridge, only a ford.
Eventually, tragedy would change
this primitve condition. One night
in 1877, the death of a prominent
citizen during a winter storm most
likely led directly to the construction of the Everett Road covered
bridge.
Although the covered bridge has
been part of the Cuyahoga Valley
scene for a hundred years, it was
badly damaged twice before its
near-total destruction in 1975, once
in the great 1913 flood, and in 1970
when an overloaded truck partially
collapsed it. In each instance, determined citizens and their governments rescued it. When it last fell,
modern need, cost, and technology
led some to believe that it should
be replaced by a modern bridge.

Everett Road Covered Bridge after the flood.

After a 10-year struggle, however,
sentiment, history, preservation,
and citizen involvement won out.
The Everett Road covered bridge
once again took its place in the
scenery and history, preserved by
the Cuyahoga Valley National
Recreation Area.
A Dream Comes True
Today, the covered bridge looks
as it did when originally constructed. Between 1985 and the fall
of 1986, a crew from the
Williamsport Preservation Center
reconstructed a new bridge on the
existing reinforced historic stone
abutments to appear as near as
possible to the photograph of the
1913 flood-damaged bridge. Work
was guided by this photograph as
well as by blueprints and drawings
of the original Smith Truss Bridge
patent (July 1867). The trusses were
designed to obtain the additional
capacity required for modern codes
while maintaining the appearance
and design philosophy of the Smith
Patent Truss variation used in the
earlier bridge. This was accomplished by strengthening the truss
work timbers at the ends of the
bridge and making them larger
than originally called for in the
Smith design. The portal braces
(diagonal supports) were
strenthened by inserting one-inch
threaded rods. Shear connector
(continued on page 3)
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rings were concealed and routed
into the diagonal timbers where
they cross, taking the load of the
bridge off the bolts. This allowed
for expansion and contraction of
the bridge in changing weather
while solving a problem that 19th
century bridge builders faced. The
1913 photograph showed the
bridge-decking timbers laid lengthwise. These were changed in accordance with the original Smith
design of laying the timbers crosswise while creating a more stable
bridge floor for modern-day traffic.
The bridge is 100 feet long, 18
feet wide, and 19 feet high, with a
wood shingle roof which is painted
red, its original color. It is open
only to non-vehicular traffic to prolong its life and make its recreational use safer for hikers,
bicyclists, skiers, and horseback
riders.

The National Register
(continued from page 1)

played in focusing attention and
concern on the heritage of the Nation and the way the Register has
evolved can tell us much about the
growth and changes in the preser-

Bolting together bridge.

A Continuing Story
The Cuyahoga Valley National
Recreation Area was created as the
result of citizen desire and activism.
In its first decade, it has grown and

prospered because of continuing involvement. And the future looks
even brighter for this complex and
unique urban park. Through

vation movement in the last 20
years.
In 1966, the National Register included 868 National Historic Landmarks and historic units of the
National Park System. In 1987, over
47,000 properties are listed in the
National Register, with about 9,000

more determined eligible for listing.
Four million properties have been
included in State inventories, for
the most part compiled using
National Register criteria and standards. The National Register is not a
comprehensive catalogue of the
Nation's historic resources. It is a
list of evaluated properties to consult during project planning; most
importantly, it is a consistent
system for documenting, evaluating, and registering historic
resources. National Register criteria
for evaluation and documentation
standards are used by every
Federal agency, State, and Territory
of the United States to identify
historic properties for consideration
in making planning and development decisions. The National
Register's broad criteria, written
soon after the passage of the Act,
and the National Register nomination form have remained virtually
unchanged in 20 years, while the
National Register program has
matured with the preservation
movement.

Town Creek Indian Mound, NHL, ML Gilead, NC.

(continued on page 15)

(continued on page 4)
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The National Register
(continued from page 3)

In this national system, the
National Park Service (NPS) sets
standards and guidelines for
documentation, evaluation, and
registration, and the States, Federal
agencies, local governments, and
the public conduct these activities.
Nominations to the National
Register received several levels of
professional review and evaluation,
first in the States, and then in
Washington. The system has
become more sophisticated as
standards and guidelines have improved, as colleges and universities
have trained professionals for the
preservation field, and as experience in identification and
evaluation of historic resources has
increased.
Early Years
Under the early system, States
slowly began to inventory and
nominate historic properties to the
National Register, and it became
clear that it would be many years
before the National Register could
be an authoritative list of the
Nation's historic properties. In the
meantime, significant historic properties were being destroyed by
Federally-assisted projects without
benefit of review by the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation.
In 1971, Executive Order 11593

Juliette Gordon Low Birthplace, NHL (First Girl Scout Headquarters), Savannah, GA.
(Photo courtesy of Juliette Gordon Low Girl Scout National Center)

directed Federal agencies to locate,
inventory, and nominate their
historic properties, and to ask the
Secretary of the Interior for an
opinion concerning a property's
significance before taking any
action that might harm an eligible
property. The NPS asked each
Federal agency to appoint a liaison
officer, establish procedures to accept Federal nominations, and

Central Shelter, Lewisville Park, Washington. (Photo by Janice Rutherford)
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begin to make official determinations of eligibility on properties, all
of which furthered the institutionalization of preservation programs in the Federal agencies.
Interest Grows
The decade of the 1970s saw a
marked increase in the number of
listings, as Federal historic preservation grant funds increased, and
State and local preservation programs, and, to a lesser extent,
Federal agency programs gained
strength. Listings, which hovered
at 1,000 a year in 1971, rose to over
4,400 a year by 1980. Currently
there are about 3,500 new listings a
year. As interest in historic preservation grew, Congress passed new
laws which added benefits and protection to properties qualifying for
the National Register.
In 1974, the Housing and Community Development Act made
local surveys of historic resources
eligible for funding under Community Development Block Grants,
dramatically increasing the funding
available for local surveys. In
response, the National Register
published Guidelines for Local

(continued on page 5)

The National Register
(continued from page 4)

Surveys, A Basis for Preservation

Plan-

ning, to encourage communities to
conduct high quality surveys from
which properties could be
nominated to the National Register,
and to use these surveys for preservation planning.
To further encourage the use of
survey data in the registration of
historic resources, the National
Register instituted two types of
multiple property nominations,
which provide an efficient way to
nominate properties identified in
surveys of a specific geographical
area, or of a specific historic theme.
The concept has been so successful
that by 1986 over half of all
National Register listings were
nominated as part of multiple property submissions.
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 and
the subsequent amendments to the

Internal Revenue Code influenced
the National Register both by contributing to increased listings each
year and by making structures in
State and locally designated historic
districts eligible for rehabilitation
tax benefits if the districts met the
requirements for Register listing.
National Park Service certification
of about 130 such historic districts
to date has further broadened the
National Register evaluation and
registration system.
The impact on the National
Register of the 1980 Amendments
to the National Historic Preservation Act reflected the growing
strength and importance of State
and local preservation programs,
and also concerns about the rights
of private property owners. The
Amendments gave private property
owners the ability to prevent listing
their property in the National
Register if a majority of the owners
of nominated private property
object to listing. A nomination still

can be evaluated and placed on the
National Register's list of eligible
properties, even if the majority of
its owners object to listing. Only
about 706 properties have been
determined eligible because of
owners' objections to listing.
Roles Defined
In the 1980 Amendments, Congress also acknowledged the
increased professionalism and
experience of States by allowing
properties to be added to the
National Register without substantive review as long as nominations
were reviewed on a spot-check
basis, or as otherwise necessary to
ensure the integrity of the National
Register. The NPS has subsequently reduced its role in
property-specific decisions to one of
reviewing technical and procedural
aspects of all nominations, while

(continued on page 14)

Preserving Russian Heritage
in Alaska
Kathleen

Lidfors

An Aleut community in identical
government houses on an island in
the Bering Sea. Thirty-seven
wooden churches with triple-barred
crosses and onion-shaped domes. A
popular port-of-call for luxury liners
in southeast Alaska. An uninhabited, jewel-green island in the
Gulf of Alaska. What do these have
in common? A unique RussianAmerican history and the involvement of the NPS in recording and
preserving their heritage.
Of the 15 NPS areas in Alaska, at
least 6 have Russian-period associations. Of these, three have significant historic resources, and one,
Sitka National Historical Park, was
established to commemorate the
battle which assured a Russian
future there and to interpret the
culture of a native people forever
affected by that event. In addition,
some 14 of 43 National Historic

Landmarks (NHLs) are significant
for their part in the Russian exploration, settlement, and continuing heritage in Alaska. Because
park cultural resources programs
and HABS/HAER, National
Register, and NHL programs
operate out of the same office in
the Alaska Region, there has been a
beneficial cross-pollination of
technical expertise and historical
resource in efforts to document and
preserve Alaska's Russian-American
past.
Focus on Sitka
Sitka, once the capital and principal seaport in Russia's colonial
empire and now a favorite stop for
cruise ships, is the focus of much
of this activity. After more than 10
years of research and restoration
work at Sitka NHP, the doors of
the 1845 Russian Bishop's House
will open again in 1988.
Meticulously reproduced
wallpapers and the exquisite details

of the restored Bishop's chapel contrast with the rough log construction in a powerful statement of
Russian civilization in a newly
colonized land. (See Vol. 10, No. 2
of the CRM Bulletin)
Just a few blocks down Lincoln
Street stands St. Michael Cathedral
(NHL) where Bishop Innocent
served. Spiritual center of Russian
America, the cathedral's iconography and architecture represent
the traditions of Russian Orthodoxy
and its role in the cultural change
of Alaska Natives. When a
devastating fire destroyed the
cathedral in 1966, HABS drawings,
done in 1962, made reconstruction
possible. The church treasures,
saved by quick-thinking Sitkans,
were restored through an Historic
Preservation Grant and local fundraising efforts; they now grace the
cathedral's interior.

(continued on page 6)
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Preserving Russian Heritage
(continued from page 5)

Effective New Program
The new NHL Technical
Assistance program has been used
effectively in the past two years to
assist in the preservation of three
additional churches at distant outposts of the old colonial empire.
Detailed building condition
assessments and cost estimates
have been prepared for St. George
the Great Martyr Church (St.
George, Pribilof Islands), Holy
Ascension Orthodox Church
(Unalaska, Aleutian Islands), and
Holy Assumption Orthodox Church
(Kenai). From this initial NPS
effort, a statewide task force of
church officials, Russian-American
scholars, and preservation advocates has been formed to
accomplish the inventory and eventual restoration of the most significant religious treasures in the
National Historic Landmark
churches.
Some interesting research and
preservation planning have been
accomplished through the more
routine aspects of the Landmarks
program as well. A recent landmark inspection at the Bering Expedition Landing site on Kayak
Island provided an opportunity to
obtain new information about a site
which commemorates the Russians'
first landing on North American
soil and their first documented contact with an indigenous North
American culture.
To take full advantage of a trip to
this inaccessible island, NPS
cultural resources staff put together
a volunteer research team comprised of the translator/editor of the
expedition journals, a U.S. Forest
Service archeologist, and a Native
ethno-historian—with transportation
provided by the U.S. Coast Guard.
The results of the literature study
and field work will ultimately
benefit not only the landmark site,
but also Wrangell-St. Elias National
Park and Preserve which has
resources related to this early exploratory phase of the Russian
period.
6

Coastal Plan
In another remote setting, 300
miles out in the Bering Sea, a
Landmark boundary review of the
Fur Seal Rookeries (Pribilof Islands)
is providing the Aleut community
of St. Paul with information needed
to incorporate historic preservation
into their Coastal Management
Plan. St. Paul, along with neighboring St. George, has been the site of
a fur seal industry so valuable that
the U.S. Government retained control of the labor force as well as the
resource until the 1960s. Brought to
the islands by the Russians 200
years ago, the Pribilof Aleuts have
retained their Russian heritage in
language, names, and religion.
Their Aleut heritage is also
reflected in language, social structure, and archeological sites
throughout the islands. Their
American patrimony is expressed
most visibly in the rows of concrete
and frame houses and wooden industrial buildings that line the
hillsides.

gram, has been able to assist in
preserving this heritage. The results
of an intensive building and site
survey accomplished in 1985 will be
incorporated into the comprehensive plan for St. Paul as the basis
for historic district zoning and
priorities for restoration and adaptive re-use.
Sometimes unorthodox,
sometimes hazardous, sometimes
stressed with cultural differences
and residual hostility toward the
Federal Government, cultural
resources preservation work in
Alaska always requires a high level
of commitment from staff and the
ability to use to the fullest all
available internal and external
programs.
When this happens, as it has
with Russian-American heritage
resources in Alaska, the Service
benefits. The body of information
related to historic park resources is
enhanced—as is the Service's
viability in the community-at-large.

The community's sense of its
history is strong. The NPS, through
the NHL boundary review pro-

Kathleen Lidfors was an historian in the
Alaska Regional Office and is now stationed
at Apostle Islands National Lakeshore.

Members of St. Nicholas Brotherhood in Sitka posed around model of St. Michael Cathedral.
The model was built in 1909 for a Smithsonian exhibition. (Photo by E.W. Merrill)

Surveying Bering Land
Bridge
Kenneth

Schoenberg

people to carry out the projects.
Currently, the branch has three
major projects underway and
several more are scheduled for next
year.

Bering Land Bridge National
Preserve (BELA) lies on the northwestern edge of the Seward Peninsula which juts into the Chukchi
Sea, an arm of the Arctic Ocean. It
also forms one side of the Bering
Strait. On the other side lies
Siberia. BELA is a treeless, rolling
plain covered by tundra. Caribou
and bears roam the interior and
marine mammals frequent the
coast. Hunters and gatherers have
lived there for more than 10,000
years, leaving cultural remains scattered over the landscape. It is the
task of the archeological survey
crew to locate, investigate,
preserve, and interpret those sites.
A Survey and Research Branch
has been added this year to the
Cultural Resources Division in the
Alaska Region. Because of the
nature of Alaskan fieldwork, the
branch is needed to handle many
of the multi-year special projects
that the division manages. It takes

experience, equipment, administrative capability and coordination, logistical and professional
expertise, and a great deal of hard
work to assemble, equip, maintain
and supply crews that operate, for
the most part, in remote locations
during short and intense field
seasons. Any major field work in
Alaska's parks must be done during the three-month "window of
opportunity" in which summer
weather allows access to the
cultural resources of the parks.
(Partial exceptions to this general
rule are two national historical
parks—Klondike Gold Rush and
Sitka.) Most of the field camps are
in remote locations, reachable only
by air (usually helicopter), with
minimal facilities. Despite the
primitive conditions that increase
difficulty, cost, and limit field work
to short and intensive efforts, the
work goes on and there is no shortage of enthusiastic and skilled

Projects
One special project is a cultural
resources survey of the BELA. This
new area, created to preserve remnants of the land bridge over which
many animals, plants, and humans
migrated to the New World, is the
subject of an archeological survey
to locate as many cultural sites as
possible. Unfortunately, a small
crew of four seasonals, headed by
Jeanne Schaaf, could not cover the
whole 2 million acres of BELA in 2
field seasons of 12 weeks each,
especially since most of the work
was being done out of tent camps
and on foot. Despite arctic weather,
mosquitos, and terrain, over 200
sites have been located. These are
enough that a model of site location
and type can be developed and
used by management and
professionals.
The largest project is a multiyear, multi-disciplinary and multipark effort to inventory the cultural
resources on the approximately
2,000 mining claims in Alaska's
parks. Because the Survey and
Research Branch currently has only
two permanent people on staff, it is
necessary to hire large numbers of
seasonals to do the needed field
work during the short summer
season. Every effort is being made
to complete the survey and build
an archeological information base in
three to five years so that mining
plans of operation can be evaluated
as they are submitted to park
management.

Kenneth Schoenberg is Chief, Branch of
Survey and Research in the Alaska Regional
Office.
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Civil War Research
by Computer
Woody
One of my most memorable experiences as a front line interpreter
occurred at the Chickamauga Battlefield information desk on a cold,
wet day in February 1978. A
middle-aged couple, the first
visitors of the day, walked in the
building about 10:30 a.m. After I
chatted with them for several
minutes, introducing the park and
orienting them to the tour route,
the man handed me a slip of paper
with the names and units of two
Civil War veterans. The two young
soldiers, one from Ohio and one
from Kentucky, were greatgrandfathers of the man and his
wife, and family tradition said both
had taken part in the Battle of
Chickamauga. He asked if I could
supply any information.
We adjourned to the park library
where, grabbing typewritten
indexes and other references, I first
traced the Ohio infantryman's unit
to the left end of the Union line to
General George Thomas' XIV

(Photo courtesy Library of Congress)
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Harrell
Corps, then down through division
and brigade levels to a location on
the edge of the Kelly Farm field. I
then turned my attention to the
wife's Kentucky ancestor to pinpoint his location on the field.
Somewhat confused, I was
unable to find a Kentucky unit with
that regiment number on the list of
Union forces. Then remembering
that Kentucky was one of four
states with troops fighting on both
sides in the Chattanooga Campaign, I quickly located the regiment on the southern side. I began
tracing their location in General
Polk's right wing of the Confederate Army. With each successive level I moved closer and
closer again to the Kelly Farm until
finally I marked a location in the
woods beyond the field's edge less
than 100 yards in front of the other
great-grandfather's unit. Two
young men with different backgrounds and beliefs had gone off to
war, and through chance had

ended up in opposing battle lines
at the edge of the Kelly Farm. For
two days in early autumn their two
armies hammered each other in
what would become the war's
bloodiest battle. Yet, somehow,
these two men survived the Battle
of Chickamauga as well as two
more years of fighting. At war's
end they returned home to start
their lives again, married, and had
children. Two more generations
followed, and two of these greatgrandchildren met and married.
The reunion they represented went
unnoticed as their separate
heritages were reduced to two
names on a small slip of paper.
Yet, on that dreary February morning, these visitors were able to
make a connection with their past.
Data Base
In later years I have often
thought, what if that couple had
arrived six months later at the
height of the summer crunch?
Would whoever was on the desk
have had time to do the research to
help these folks get in touch with
their past? What if they had known
only name and rank, and not regiment? Could we have helped them
then?
With the introduction of computers at the park level, historianinterpreters have the power to store
and retrieve large amounts of data
that could put such information
easily at the finger tips of park
visitors. Imagine walking up to a
keyboard and screen at an information desk, and entering the name of
a Civil War veteran. Instantly, the
screen lists the ranks, units, and
states of several soldiers with the
same name. Choosing one brings
more information and choices for
additional data, such as a brief
regimental history, or the location
of monuments to the unit.
Because one out of every eight
Americans was in uniform between
1861 and 1865, certainly a large
number of visitors to parks have
ancestors who saw Civil War service, and would be interested in
learning more about them. Many of
our visitors probably expect we can

already provide such information. I
think about the numerous visitors
to "Chick-Chatt" who asked directions to the monument on Lookout
Mountain that contained the names
of all those who fought in the 1863
campaign. Those wanting to see it
were usually not receptive to an explanation that such a monument
would be almost impossible to
build as it would require over
130,000 names! If not on bronze
plaques, we can today store that
basic information and much more
on magnetic disks. While stationed
at Manassas National Battlefield I
started to think about such a data
base system, what it might contain,
and how it might be assembled. I
would like to share some thoughts
on this idea.
Detailed planning on such a project would require the skills of both
the historian and the computer programmer/technician. The Civil War
has been called the best
documented war in history. There
is a wealth of information available.
A majority of states have published
the service records of their Civil
War veterans in one form or other.
The historian must look at this information, and both select and
standardize what should be used.
The decisions made will determine
the variety of purposes for which
relative, researcher, interpreter,
genealogist, or buff can use the
data.
Many men used different spellings or even different names at
various times in the war. Many
moved from regiment to regiment
or even from side to side. Troop
rosters for some states, especially
those published early, list only the
basics: name, rank, dates in and
out of service. Others go into much
greater detail: birth date, eye color,
or occupation. With over 6,000 expeditions, campaigns, battles, skirmishes, engagements, and actions
(to list a few of the designations),
there are dozens of fights known
by two or more names. Information
on casualties would obviously be a
category of great interest. Information on those killed should be
pretty straight forward. But because

Photo courtesy Library of Congress

mortally wounded were often not
later changed to "deceased" in
casualty figures, the line between
killed and wounded figures can
become somewhat blurred. And
adding to the complexity are those
soldiers wounded twice or more. A
data system must take into account
the huge range of possibilities that
millions of service records might include. If information is to be
retrievable, it must be standardized
into a common format. The programmer must develop a system
that allows the user to search, sort,
and use the data. If the project is
to succeed, he must also prepare
instructions in an easy "cookbook"
style so that many people could
learn to use it easily and quickly.
The program itself should use
numerous " m e n u s " to reduce the
data entry to quick choices that
eliminate most of the guesswork
and decision making.
Getting Started
Where does a project like this
come from? With over two dozen

sites that preserve Civil War battlefields or installations, the NPS is an
obvious candidate to get it started.
The actual computer routine to
handle the data would apparently
not be that difficult to develop. At
Manassas we used the dBase III
program to analyze sample data
from small sections of several
Virginia regiments. The power of
the computer to manipulate the
information was obvious (e.g., list
the privates killed on July 21, 1861;
compute the average age of the 2nd
Virginia). Who would administer
the system and how the huge
amount of data would be entered
are tougher questions.
Data input is obviously the most
difficult part of this project. The
assembled armies at single battles
like Gettysburg, Chickamauga, or
Second Manassas would include
over 100,00 men. Although no
single park would have the staff or
budget to tackle such a massive
project, a systematic approach
(continued on next page)
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involving several areas could start
having immediate benefits. If the
data were entered by regiment,
each new unit would prove useful
to the researcher as well as to particular locations where those troops
were involved. Manassas and Antietam would cover many of the
same men as to a lesser degree
would Stones River, ChickamaugaChattanooga, and Kennesaw Mountain. An exchange of data would
lessen the labor intensive nature of
the data entry, and as more and
more people and locations become
involved, a developing ripple effect
would repay the initial investment
many times over. With a standardized format, the NPS could recruit
help from many sources to chip
away at the crushing load of data.
Some obvious candidates come to
mind. Parks could use volunteers.
Graduate students may be able to
incorporate parts of this project into
thesis or dissertation work. Recent
biographers of Civil War units may
have already put information about
their troops on computers in a
retrievable form. Archives, state
agencies, and non-NPS Civil War
sites may wish to join such a
national information network. Civil
War roundtable groups, the United
Daughters of the Confederacy, the
Sons of Confederate Veterans, or
various reenactment units may be

10

interested in "adopting" units and
being responsible for adding them
to such a data base.
If the format were designed in a
way that the records for the 1,000
to 1,700 men in a particular unit
were contained on a single floppy
disk, then it would be an easy matter to establish dozens of work stations. The more people involved,
obviously the faster the project
might proceed. A service record
data base could be integrated with
material from such standard
references as Dyer's Compendium
or an inventory of Civil War
markers or monuments, and
become even more useful. By connecting the system to national
cemeteries and other areas that
maintain graves of Civil War
veterans, the scope of information
available to park visitiors would be
even broader.
While there is no funding as yet,

if the usefulness of such a project
were proven to be great enough, it
could easily draw the interest of
outside groups or cooperating
associations to get it started. Later
funding strategies might include
charging other agencies while providing the service free to NPS
visitors. A small fee for a hard copy
of retrieved data might also help
defray the cost of the system.
Details of the system and answers
to all specific concerns are still in
the discussion stage. My purpose
here has been to pose the question,
"Is there sufficient interest in providing public access of Civil War
soldier information at NPS sites to
pursue such a project?" I, for one,
believe it is an idea whose time has
come.
Woody Harrell is Director of Visitors Services at Jefferson National Expansion
Memorial.

Ethnography Issue Gets
Praise

Although letters commenting on articles that are published in the CRM Bulletin are
generally not printed, we felt
the following were worthy of
special attention as examples
of the response we received
to the Ethnography issue
(Volume 10, No. 1).
Dear Dr. Crespi:
I have just had the opportunity to
finally read all of the articles in CRM
Bulletin Volume 10, No. 1. What a
terific way to introduce the concept
of ethnographic management to the
cultural resource reader! You and
your corroborating staff are to be
sincerely thanked and congratulated
for a job well done.
Russell Kaldenberg
Historic Preservation Officer
Eastern Region, U.S. Forest Service
Dear Director Mott:
I wish to congratulate the National
Park Service, Jerry L. Rogers, and
you for recognizing the potential
usefulness of ethnographic work to
accomplish the NPS mission.
Reviewing the Cultural Resources
Management Bulletin (Vol. 10, No. 1),
I was pleased to learn of your personal concern for understanding the
lifeways of all neighbors of the
parks, including Native Americans.
You have wisely determined that
ethnographic research is a practical
way to achieve a holistic perspective
on the place of the NPS within the
complexities of American culture and
its subcultures.
Assuming competent applied
ethnographers are consulted, you

can be assured that ethnographic
work will provide useful insights
and information to both NPS, its
publics, and the Congress. Properly
done, applied ethnographic researchers can paint insightful
portraits which complement and
provide meaningful interpretation to
faceless statistics on people, places,
and resources. Moreover, I believe
you will soon discover that applied
ethnographic research may help NPS
discover hidden levels of public support for its mission which exist
among average Americans who,
because they are busy making a living, do not systematically express
their support for your policies
through the more formal channels
used by special interest groups.
Your decision shows an awareness
which a founding father of conservation and anthropology would admire. John Wesley Powell recognized
the intimate relationship between the
land and the people who use it. He
institutionalized his concern in the
Bureau of American Ethnology,
which he directed until his death in
1902. Your action has rekindled the
spirit of Major Powell.
The Society for Applied Anthropology is the oldest, largest professional association of applied cultural
anthropologists. Our mission is to
uphold the highest standards of
applied social science work and
disseminate information within the
profession and to the public. Please
do not hesitate to call upon the
Society for assistance.
Theodore E. Downing, President
The Society for Applied
Anthropology

To:

Members of Congress

From: Suzan Shown Harjo,
Executive Director
National Congress of
American Indians
The National Congress of
American Indians (NCAI) would like
to draw your attention to the enclosed Cultural Resources Management
Bulletin published by the National
Park Service. A major concern of
NCAI is the cultural preservation of
the approximately 500 Indian and
Alaska Native tribes. As part of this
effort, we are working with various
federal land managing agencies, including the National Park Service, to
improve the sensitivities of federal
policy makers and employees to the
fact that many federal lands contain
natural resources and sites essential
to the lifeways and religious practices of contemporary Native
communities.
We are pleased that NPS has
recently revised and improved their
Native American Relationships Policy
and that they are placing increased
emphasis on ethnography, the
humanistic social science which can
assist in assessing impacts of development, interpretive programs, and
better understanding of cultural
landscapes, of native subsistence and
conservation practices, and of park
resources contemporary peoples
define as sacred.
While there are cultural issues
outstanding between Indian people
and NPS, we commend their efforts
and the Cultural Resources Management Bulletin.
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New On The Market
The Window Handbook: Successful
Strategies for Rehabilitating Windows
in Historic Buildings; 1986; 125 pp.
Technical guidance is provided in a
series of brief, well-illustrated window
case studies (Preservation Tech Notes).
Each case study focuses on an innovative or traditional method for
preserving and rehabilitating windows
in historic buildings that could be used
with equal success in other projects,
with cost details and product information. General subjects include repair
and weatherization; double glazing
historic windows; replacement sash and
frames; and screens, awnings, and accessories. Included with each purchase
is the following year's publication inserts free of charge.
The Window Workbook For Historic
Buildings; 368 pp.
Companion publication to "The Window Handbook", the workbook covers
appropriate window treatments for
historic buildings and includes technical
papers as well as guidance for architects, developers, building managers,
contractors, and property owners.
Among the topics addressed are energy
conservation, historic technology,
maintenance, custom fabrication, repair
techniques, and government
regulations.
"Window Handbook" is available for
$30.00 and "Window Workbook" for
$48.25, or $70.00 for the set, including
postage and handling. Make checks
payable to and order from: Historic
Preservation Education Foundation,
P.O. Box 27080, Central Station,
Washington, DC 20038-7080.
Respectful Rehabilitation: Answers to
Your Questions About Old Buildings;
National Park Service; September
1986 (revised edition); 200 pp; $12.95
pb, plus $3.00 for postage and
handling.
This "Dear Abby" for old buildings,
prepared by the historic preservation
staff of the National Park Service, provides advice to help plan and carry out
rehabilitations of old and historic
buildings in a way that carefully
preserves their historic and architectural
character. It answers 150 questions
often asked in rehabilitating historic
buildings for new uses. The publication
includes sections on structural systems,
exterior features, interiors, new construction, mechanical systems, and safe-

ty and code requirements. Completing
the book is a copy of the Secretary of
the Interior's Rehabilitation Standards
and Guidelines, a reading list, preservation contacts, and an index.

The Buildings of Main Street: A Guide
to American Commercial Architecture;
Richard Longstreth; April 1987; 112 pp;
$8.95 pb.
This book traces the evolution of
Main Street buildings over the past 150
years. It provides a new way of
understanding these landmarks, using a
unique classification system based on
basic patterns of facade composition.
These types, from commerical blocks to
temple fronts and arcades, are found in
city centers and suburbs of all sizes. All
now can be identified easily with this
guide as a first step toward appreciating and revitalizing them.
Masonry: How to Care for Old and
Historic Brick and Stone; edited by
Mark London; May 1987; 128 pp;
$12.95 pb.
Hundreds of questions about how to
care for old brick, stone, stucco, and
other masonry buildings are answered
in this up-to-date and authoritative
handbook based on standards

developed by the NPS and other
leading preservationists.
"Respectful Rehabilitation," "Main
Street," and "Masonry" can be
ordered from The Preservation Press,
National Trust for Historic Preservation,
1785 Massachusets Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20036.
The Interior Building: Its Architecture
and Its Art; David W. Look, AIA, and
Carole R. Perrault; October 1986; 200
pp; GPO stock number; 024-00501012-2; $9.00.
Provides thorough photographic
documentation of the U.S. Department
of the Interior Building, constructed in
1936. Shows architectural design as
well as the entire collection of painted
and sculptural decorations commissioned by the Roosevelt administration.
Includes historical background information on architect Waddy B. Wood, and
the involvement of FDR's Secretary of
Interior Harold L. Ickes in designing
the structure.
This newest preservation case study
marks the 50th anniversary of the April
16, 1936 dedication of the Interior
Building. To formalize the building's
recognition and preservation, the structure was officially listed in the National
Register of Historic Places in
November, 1986; and the case study
was printed to help provide a responsible framework for the Interior
Building's future preservation and
maintenance. The publication provides
guidance for administrators and
maintenance personnel in charge of
protecting the Interior Building's important original fabric as well, and serves
as a model for others whose responsibilities involve documenting, maintaining, and preserving significant
historic resources.
Preservation Briefs 14: New Exterior
Additions to Historic Buildings; Kay
D. Weeks; November 1986; 12 pp; GPO
stock number: 024-005-01011-4; $1.00.

Detail from The Interior Building: Its
Architecture and Its Art.

(continued on page 13)
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Michael Schene; $23.50. A survey of
the sweeping panorama of
philosophies, techniques, and activities
that are now the thrust of cultural
resources management at the local,
state, and national levels. The text can
be used as a comprehensive introduction for the student as well as a stateof-the-art overview of diverse activities
in this emerging field for the seasoned
practitioner working either in the
private or public sector.

U.S. Department of the Interior.

Through a series of illustrated examples, this publication suggests ways
that attached new additions can successfully serve contemporary uses as
part of rehabilitation work while preserving significant historic materials and
the building's historic character. This
guidance should be particularly useful
for anyone planning rehabilitation work
on a certified historic structure because
it discusses new additions exclusively
within the framework of the Department of Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation.
"The Interior Building" and "Preservation Briefs 14" may be ordered from
Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402.

Membership or $33.00 for Institutional
Membership to: The Public Historian,
University of California Press, Berkeley,
CA 94720.

Public History: An Introduction, edited
by Barbara J. Howe and Emory Kemp;
$39.95 hb, $27.50 pb. Designed for
those beginning careers in history as
well as those contemplating career
shifts, the essays present a broad
perspective on the range of activities involved in each professional position.
The book includes a bibliography for
further reference and a directory of
organizations and resources available to
public historians.
When ordering, add $4.00 for first
book (foreign orders, $5.00) and $1.00
for each additional book to cover shipping. Address to: Krieger Publishing
Co., Inc.; P.O. Box 9542; Melbourne,
FL 32902; 305/724-9542.

Cultural Resources Management,
edited by Ronald W. Johnson and

Detail from The Interior
Building: Its Architecture and
Its Art.

The National Park Service and Historic
Preservation, edited by Michael Schene,
National Park Service, Rocky Mountain
Regional Office in Denver. This special
Spring 1987 issue of The Public
Historian examines the role of NPS in
historic preservation. In original essays,
NPS historians discuss the germination
and evolution of the agency's various
preservation programs. In a separate
section, representatives of major constituent groups analyze and evaluate the
performance of the NPS. Review essays
examine recent cultural resource
management reports from the principal
land-managing agencies.
Individual copies are available at
$5.00; Institution, $6.50. To become a
member of the National Council on
Public History (includes a year's
subscription to The Public Historian
and the quarterly "Public History
News"), send $25.00 for Individual
13

The National Register
(continued from page 5)

evaluating some nominations to ensure professional adequacy and
consistency.
In addition to authorizing decentralization to States, the 1980
Amendments institutionalized the
participation of Federal agencies,
local governments, and the public
in the National Register process. So
far, about 330 local governments
meeting professional standards and
certified to participate in the
national program have been given a
greater authority in the nomination
process. These governments have
the opportunity to comment on the
nomination of properties within
their jurisdiction, to prevent the
State from nominating a property if
both the local preservation commission and the chief elected local
official oppose it, to carry out their
own identification activities, and to
prepare National Register nominations. The public, too, has a greater
role in National Register decisionmaking; anyone can now appeal
the refusal of States and Federal
agencies to nominate properties to
the National Register.
The 1980 Amendments also better
defined the role of the Department
of the Interior in setting standards
and guidelines to be used by all
participants in the national program. The National Register staff
has increasingly focused its attention more on oversight of State
historic preservation programs,
which must carry out their work in
accordance with the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards and
Guidelines for Identification,
Evaluation, and Registration, than
on decisions about individual
nominations. The National Register
staff now also provides more direct
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Downtown historic district (200 block of Commercial Street), Nevada City, CA.
(Photo by Bob Wyckoff, 1985)

assistance to individual States and
Federal agencies on such topics as
developing historic contexts and
assessing resource types of growing
interest: maritime resources,
historic landscapes, vernacular architecture, and recent properties
such as those associated with the
Depression and World War II.
Guidelines on these and similar
topics are published as part of the
National Register Bulletin series.
In 1986, the NPS completed its
entry of all National Register
listings into an automated information system, which greatly
enhances the value of the National
Register as a planning tool. Properties determined eligible for listing
have also been added to the
National Register Information

System. States and Federal agencies
should eventually be able to enter
nomination data directly into the
data base. (Watch for more information on the automation of the
National Register in the August
issue of the CRM Bulletin.)
The need now is to find an efficient and responsible way to extend
official register status to eligible
properties in Federal, State, and
local inventories. The answer lies in
further decentralization of decisionmaking, and more efficient
documentation and designation
methods. These are the challenges
for the future.

Carol Shull is Chief of Registration, National
Register of Historic Places, NPS.

•Announcements'
New Journal Introduced
Since 1980, the Canadian Steam
Preservation & Industrial Archaeological Association has
published its newsletter entitled,
"The Eccentric Strap." In
November the association started
publishing a bi-monthly journal,
"Industrial Age," with emphasis
on steam and industrial preservation. In the future, several regular
departments will be incorporated,
including steam and industrial
restoration in North America and
coverage of the major steam and
antique machinery shows in the
Pacific Northwest.

Partners in Preservation
(continued from page 3)

volunteerism (CVNRA has one of
the largest VIP programs in the
NPS); private sector financial support from individuals, foundations,
and corporations; interagency
cooperation; joint efforts of many
other public and private ownerships preserving resources and
serving the public in the park; innovative ventures through the
historic leasing program; friends;
organizations; and other joint efforts between the NPS and a highly
supportive community, the park's
second decade looks even more
promising than its first. The park's
many historic treasures will be
restored and preserved in this way.
American Youth Hostels, Inc., with
thousands of dollars of support
from local foundations, recently
completed restoration of an NPS
historic farmstead and opened it as
a hostel. Another NPS historic
farmstead will be restored and
opened as a bed and breakfast inn
through the historic leasing program in 1987. Other structures have
been or soon will be leased,
restored, and preserved as private
homes, offices, and other uses.
And the cooperative effort goes
well beyond historic preservation
too. Other groups, such as the

For more information about "Industrial Age," write to Industrial
Age, 14070-110 Avenue, Surrey,
B.C. Canada V3R 1Z2.

Administrative History of
Natural Resource
Management

policies from the founding of
Yellowstone National Park in 1872
to the present day. Any questions
or suggestions concerning this
study should be directed to Dr.
Butowsky at 202/343-8155, or by
writing to the National Park Service, History Division (418), P.O.
Box 37127, Washington, DC
20013-7127.

A servicewide administrative
history of Natural Resource
Management in the National Park
Service is being written by Dr.
Harry A. Butowsky, historian in
the Washington Office of the NPS.
The scope of this study will include
Natural Resource Management
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Cuyahoga Valley Trails Council,
build and maintain trails and
develop trail guide publications.
Still others join NPS in funding
and conducting festivals and interpretive activities.
CVNRA will continue to emerge
as one of the great parks in the
National Park System because of a
strong partnership and cooperation
between the NPS and the communities and people it serves.
Ronald G. Thoman is Chief of Interpretation
at Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation
Area.

Shear connector rings.

Crane lowering second truss in place.
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Feedback
Hugh C. Miller

Conservation May be
Summer Problem
Wood and other cellulose materials
that make up a building, its interior
finishes, and furnishings pick up
water in equilibrium with the relative
humidity of the surrounding air. In
the summer, when the RH is high,
they gain water. This is particularly
apparent when wood swells and
doors stick. This increased moisture
can provide an environment for mold
and rot forming fungi that destroy the
material. Molds can grow if the RH is
75% or more. If the moisture content
of wood gets up to about 20%, rot
may occur. Water can also drip on
wood and interior finishes from condensation on cold water lines, storage
tanks, and toilets. Similar condensation can occur on the outside of windows and inside wall cavities with air
conditioning and very hot, humid outdoor air. This condensation can also
create an environment for rot.
Therefore, monitoring of humidity
and moisture in buildings for excessive levels is important even in the
summer. Ventilation, drying the
space, and even reducing inside cooling temperatures may be necessary

Followup on Stair Tread
Detail
when humidity and temperature of
surfaces may reach a dew point and
condensation can occur.

• The drawing shown in the April
1987 "Feedback" about replacing
worn stair treads may not be clear.
The new tread support cleat " C " is
screwed to the underside of the riser
at the back of the new tread and
blocking " E " is under the edges of
the old tread and against the front
riser.
Thanks to Reed Engle, Philadelphia.

Notes from Building Envelope
Conference, 1986
Ft. Worth, TX

Where Does All the
Heat/Cooling Go?
With all our energy conservation,
the cost of heating and cooling
buildings is significant. One of the
major sources of heat loss is a design
and construction problem of " h o l e s "
in the inside wall at electric outlets or
ducts, grills, vents, or at the sill
(soleplate). This loss is more than 50%
of the total air loss. The building can
easily be made to perform by sealing
those areas with caulk or gaskets.
Such a retrofit, if carefully installed,
will not change the historic character
of the building. Note the air and
vapor loss chart indicates that less
than 20% of " h e a t " loss is from doors
and windows.

H u g h C. Miller w a s inducted into the College of Fellows, AIA, on June 19.
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